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Ironically, the horrors of World War One produced a splendid flowering of British verse as young
poets, many of them combatants, confronted their own morality, the death of dear friends, the
loss of innocence, the failure of civilization, and the madness of war itself.This volume contains a
rich selection of poems from that time by Rupert Brooke, Wilfred Owen, Siegfried Sassoon,
Isaac Rosenberg, and others known especially for their war poetry — as well as poems by such
major poets as Robert Graves, Thomas Hardy, A. E. Housman, Robert Bridges, and Rudyard
Kipling.Included among a wealth of memorable verses are Rupert Brooke's "The Soldier,"
Wilfred Owen's "Anthem for Doomed Youth," "In the Pink" by Siegfried Sassoon, "In Flanders
Fields" by Lieut. Col. McCrae, Robert Bridges' "To the United States of America," Thomas
Hardy's "In Time of 'The Breaking of Nations,'" as well as works by Walter de la Mare, May
Wedderburn Cannan, Ivor Gurney, Alice Meynell, and Edward Thomas.Moving and powerful,
this carefully chosen collection offers today's readers an excellent overview of the brutal range of
verse produced as poets responded to the carnage on the fields of Belgium and France.

To The United States Of America by Robert Seymour BridgesTrafalgar Square by Robert
Seymour Bridges1914: 1. Peace by Rupert Brooke1914: 2. Safety by Rupert Brooke1914: 3. The
Dead by Rupert Brooke1914: 4. The Dead by Rupert Brooke1914: 5. The Soldier by Rupert
BrookeRouen; 26 April - 25 May 1915 by May Wedderburn CannanHow Sleep The Brave by
Walter John De La MareMotley by Walter John De La MareThe Assault Heroic by Robert Ranke
GravesThe Bough Of Nonsense by Robert Ranke GravesA Dead Boche by Robert Ranke
GravesEscape by Robert Ranke GravesFamiliar Letters To Siegfried Sassoon by Robert Ranke
GravesGoliath And David by Robert Ranke GravesThe Last Post by Robert Ranke GravesThe
Next War by Robert Ranke GravesNot Dead by Robert Ranke GravesTo Lucasta On Going To
The Wars For The Fourth Time by Robert Ranke GravesWhen I'm Killed by Robert Ranke
GravesThe Silent One by Ivor GurneyThe Target by Ivor GurneyTo His Love by Ivor GurneyTo
His Love by Ivor Gurney'and There Was A Great Calm' by Thomas HardyAn Appeal To America
On Behalf Of The Belgian Destitute by Thomas HardyBefore Marching, And After (in Memoriam
F.w.g.) by Thomas HardyChannel Firing by Thomas HardyIn Time Of 'the Breaking Of Nations'
by Thomas HardyThe Pity Of It by Thomas HardySong Of The Soldiers by Thomas HardyThen
And Now by Thomas HardyEpitaph On An Army Of Mercenaries by Alfred Edward HousmanThe
Choice. The American Spirit Speaks: by Rudyard KiplingA Dead Statesman; Epitaph Of The
War, 1914-18 by Rudyard KiplingFor All We Have And Are by Rudyard KiplingThe Mine-
sweepers by Rudyard KiplingIn Flanders Fields by John MccraeSummer In England, 1914 by
Alice MeynellAnthem For Doomed Youth by Wilfred OwenApologia Pro Poemate Meo by Wilfred
OwenArms And The Boy by Wilfred OwenDisabled by Wilfred OwenDulce Et Decorum Est by



Wilfred OwenFutility by Wilfred OwenGreater Love by Wilfred OwenInsensibility by Wilfred
OwenMental Cases by Wilfred OwenStrange Meeting by Wilfred OwenBreak Of Day In The
Trenches by Isaac RosenbergDead Man's Dump by Isaac RosenbergLouse Hunting by Isaac
RosenbergReturning, We Hear The Larks by Isaac RosenbergBlighters by Siegfried
SassoonThe General by Siegfried SassoonHaunted by Siegfried SassoonIn The Pink by
Siegfried SassoonThe One-legged Man by Siegfried SassoonPicture-show by Siegfried
SassoonRepression Of War Experience by Siegfried Sassoon'they' by Siegfried SassoonTrench
Duty by Siegfried SassoonThe Troops by Siegfried SassoonA Working Party by Siegfried
SassoonRoute March by Charles Hamilton SorleySonnet (3) by Charles Hamilton SorleyTo
Germany by Charles Hamilton SorleyAdlestrop by Philip Edward ThomasAs The Team's Head
Brass by Philip Edward ThomasThe Owl by Philip Edward ThomasA Private by Philip Edward
ThomasTears by Philip Edward ThomasThis Is No Case Of Petty Right Or Wrong by Philip
Edward Thomas-- Table of Poems from Poem Finder®From the Back CoverIronically, the
horrors of World War One produced a splendid flowering of British verse as young poets, many
of them combatants, confronted their own mortality, the death of dear friends, the loss of
innocence, the failure of civilization, and the madness of war itself.This volume contains a rich
selection of poems from that time by Rupert Brooke, Wilfred Owen, Siegfried Sassoon, Isaac
Rosenberg, and others known especially for their war poetry—as well as poems by such major
poets as Robert Graves, Thomas Hardy, A. E. Housman, Robert Bridges, and Rudyard
Kipling.Included among a wealth of memorable verses are Rupert Brooke's "The Soldier,"
Wilfred Owen's "Anthem for Doomed Youth," "In the Pink" by Siegfried Sassoon, "In Flanders
Fields" by Lieut. Col. McCrae, Robert Bridges' "To the United States of America," Thomas
Hardy's "In Time of 'The Breaking of Nations,'" as well as works by Walter de la Mare, May
Wedderburn Cannan, Ivor Gurney, Alice Meynell, and Edward Thomas.
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. Pages 4 - 72 are not included
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Richard C. Geschke, “British Poetry from the Great War. This book is an anthology which was
first published in 1997 about the poets of the Great War of the 20th century. When the Great
War took place, never in the history of mankind had the horrors of war been greater. The fields
of Flanders were bleeding eternal and poetic justice of these events must be well represented.
Hence this anthology was created almost 80 years after the Armistice of WWI. Many poets are
represented in this anthology of poetry of WWI. These brutal events in fact costed the lives of
many of the poets who are in this book. As I read one of these poems I found myself connecting
to events of combat which I know of. Such poems as Robert Grave's When I'm Killed make a
definite connection to all combat veterans. Thomas Hardy's Song Of The Soldiers reflects the
attitudes and thoughts of the standing British Army during the periods of doubt of the British
soldiers. Many of the poems contained herein tell of the feelings of the soldiers and general
population during the military operations of the Great War. However many of the poems are
rather abstract and hard to relate to. This to me reflects personal memories which are to be
understood to the reader. The writer may be in tune as to what he is trying to convey but the
reader is left puzzled. The reader tries to understand but is rather floating into the abyss of
questioning What the hell is this? All in this entire book was a good representation of WWI as
seen through the eyes of the participants. However there were poems of mystery to me, as I had
a hard time understanding the meanings of the writings. While the writings of Hardy and
Sassoon rang my bell others struggled to me in their meaning and context. I enjoyed this road
down the aisle of poetry of a period coming of centurion age. However all the poetry contained
herein did not resonate with me.  Hence the 4 star rating!”

N. Hajj, “Amazing poetry, good introduction to WWI poets. I have to admit that I, too, have never
been a fan of poetry. Light and fluffy verses about unrequited love and beautiful nature and
wandering lonely as a cloud are not really my cup of tea; in fact, I think the reason many of us
males hate poetry is specifically because that kind of poetry turned us off in high school. Well,
needless to say, this collection of poems is different.Really, this is poetry doing what it does
best--moving the imagination and emotions to allow the reader to experience the feelings the
poet wants to convey. What makes these poems powerful is the fact that they communicate the
horrors, cost, and sacrifice of one of the most brutal wars in history. It's hard not to be changed
by the gritty, realistic depictions of life in the trenches, and I walked away with a deeper
appreciation for the horrors of war and greater respect for the sacrifices soldiers make for their
country.This collection is by no means exhaustive, but it does include the poems of the major
British war poets (and then some). Wilfred Owen is my personal favorite and I've read almost all
his work before purchasing this book; even so, I'm pleased with the poems they selected for this
collection. Hopefully, the publisher's good taste applies to the other poets as well. I do like the
fact that they include pro-war poets, such as Rupert Brooke, with anti-war poets such as



Siegfried Sassoon; it really helps give a fuller picture of the attitudes and ideas surrounding this
unpopular (in Britain, at least) war. Again, this book is by no means a complete collection, but its
brevity can actually be a boon if you're interested in simply reading the poetry of the time without
getting bogged down with notes.If you're planning on writing a research paper on one of these
poets, look elsewhere; the introductions are extremely brief and incomplete. The best place to
learn more about the poets of World War I is at the First World War Poetry Digital Archive; there,
you can get free online access to detailed biographies of each poet as well as other resources,
including scans of their personal correspondence.World War I poetry is powerful, moving stuff;
this book is a great way to experience it.”

Jack Wendelken, “Poetry from a savage and brutal war. I came late to the appreciation of poetry.
I've been an avid reader of the different forms of prose for decades. My appreciation of poetry
began with a better understanding of the art and mechanics of a poem. The Poet's Handbook
by Judson Jerome helped me understand poetry better. Then I picked up a couple of books of
poetry--and with a more sophisticated understanding of poetry--I had an elevated appreciation
of the poems in these books.I searched Amazon for different books of poetry and came across
the "Dover Thrift Edition". These are excellent,inexpensive,small compilations of poems--that
are well worth the price. I highly recommend these poetry collections. I recently purchased
"World War One-British Poets"--and I wasn't disappointed. I've been reading a great deal about
that horrible,bloody war lately and the poetry from the war written mostly by poet-soldiers(some
whom lost their lives in the war) was extremely sad and very moving. I especially enjoyed the
poetry of Wilfred Owen and Issac Rosenberg--both of whom obviously had tremendous
potential as poets and writers but unfortunately they perished during this terrible conflict. The
Dover collection includes probably the most famous poem from WW1--"In Flanders Field"--an
extremely moving--anti-war poem which captures the futility and sadness of death in just a few
eloquent and beautiful lines. There are a few poems that a poetry novice like myself wasn't
overly impressed with--but overall it is a collection of poems worth reading and then reading
again and perhaps again.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A great read. Bought for my husband who has a great interest in World
War I and II.  He thinks it's great”

Simon Pea, “The sound creeping through the muddy waters. These are good poems. I wish
there were more and notes;but it is a good starter on nice thick paper.  Simon./”

Mrs. C. Jones, “Poetry book. Exactly as advertised, lovely!”

Mi, “Excelente. The media could not be loaded.
                
            



                
            
        
    
    

  
Livrinho pequeno, mas excelente. Um tipo de leitura diferente, tb conta uma breve história
dos soldados. Um deles escreveu alguns poemas criticando toda situação, e esses poemas
foram usados como forma de propaganda pró-guerra.”

katie sethna, “This is an amazing collection of poems written by soldiers actually fighting on ....
This is an amazing collection of poems written by soldiers actually fighting on the killing fields of
the WW1. The agony of facing death, or severe injury is portrayed by the men themselves. How
in the midst of battle, the Muse inspired them is astonishing. You cannot read this book at one
sitting---it's too heart-wrenching. If I HAD to choose, the best effort is Owen's in "Dulce et
Decorum est " the poet says and all should agree that we must never tell our young folks---that it
is kind and well honourable to die for one's country. That it can never be to die in wars into which
old leaders lead us. This is a superb buy. Millions died in that war-----”

The book by Marion Tzui Yang has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 219 people have provided feedback.
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